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        Users trust to manage documents on pdfFiller platform

        
                                                
                        65.5K+

                        documents added daily

                    

                                    
                        53%

                        of documents created 
from templates

                    

                                    
                        4M

                        PDFs edited per month

                    

                                    
                        238K

                        documents shared 
per month

                    

                                    

    


            
        
            Send documents for eSignature with signNow

            Create role-based eSignature workflows without leaving your pdfFiller account — no need to install additional software. Edit your PDF and collect legally-binding signatures anytime and anywhere with signNow’s fully-integrated eSignature solution.
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                                            Choose a document in your pdfFiller account and click signNow.
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                                            Add as many signers as you need and enter their email addresses. Move the toggle Set a signing order to enable or disable sending your document in a specific order.

                                        

                                    

                                                                            Note: you can change the default signer name (e.g. Signer 1) by clicking on it.
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                                            Click Assign fields to open your document in the pdfFiller editor, add fillable fields, and assign them to each signer.

                                        

                                    

                                                                            Note: to switch between recipients click Select recipients.

                                                                            Click SAVE > DONE to proceed with your signature invite settings.
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                                            Select Invite settings to add CC recipients and set up the completion settings.

                                        

                                    

                                                                            Click Send invite  to send your document or Save invite to save it for future use.
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                                            Check the status of your document in the In/Out Box tab. Here you can also use the buttons on the right to manage the document you’ve sent.
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                A single pill for all your PDF headaches. Edit, fill out, eSign, and share – on any device.
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                            Watch a short video walkthrough on how to add an Countersignature Advance Directive
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        Add a legally-binding Countersignature Advance Directive in minutes
    


            pdfFiller allows you to manage Countersignature Advance Directive like a pro. No matter what platform or device you use our solution on, you'll enjoy an easy-to-use and stress-free way of executing paperwork.

                The whole signing flow is carefully protected: from adding a document to storing it.

                Here's the best way to create Countersignature Advance Directive with pdfFiller:

                Select any available way to add a PDF file for completion.
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                Use the toolbar at the top of the page and select the Sign option.
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                You can mouse-draw your signature, type it or add an image of it - our solution will digitize it in a blink of an eye. Once your signature is set up, hit Save and sign.
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                Click on the form place where you want to add an Countersignature Advance Directive. You can move the newly generated signature anywhere on the page you want or change its configurations. Click OK to save the adjustments.
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                Once your form is all set, hit the DONE button in the top right area.
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                As soon as you're done with signing, you will be redirected to the Dashboard.

                Utilize the Dashboard settings to get the completed form, send it for further review, or print it out.

                Still using different applications to create and edit your documents? Try our solution instead. Use our document management tool for the fast and efficient workflow. Create fillable forms, contracts, make templates, integrate cloud services and utilize even more useful features without leaving your browser. Plus, it enables you to use Countersignature Advance Directive and add more features like signing orders, reminders, attachment and payment requests, easier than ever.  Pay as for a basic app, get the features as of pro document management tools.
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                        Download your form to the uploading pane on the top of the page
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                        Choose the Countersignature Advance Directive feature in the editor's menu
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                        Make all the necessary edits to the document
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                        Click the “Done" orange button at the top right corner
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                        Rename your file if necessary
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                        Print, email or download the document to your computer
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        See for yourself by reading reviews on the most popular resources:
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                                    2015-03-03

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    Product is very easy to use! Sam, CSR# is 13005, is a very valuable employee & should be rewarded for providing A-1 customer service. His persistence to solve all & any issues, explain everything in detail & make sure I was content before ending our "chat session" was extremely appreciated, thank you for hiring someone that gives that high quality of customer care~
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                                    Kathy B.

                                    

                                

                                
                                    2018-10-30

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    Amazing value! 
I just purchased a subscription to PDFFiller due to being unhappy with a recent upgrade to Adobe's Document Cloud, and I'm absolutely thrilled with it so far, although I have been having some minor challenges. I suspect this is just part of the learning curve, but twice I contacted the online chat support and I am happy to say I was working with actual humans who were clearly native English speakers - a huge time saver when there isn't a language barrier! 

The challenges pertain to sharing documents. I was not signed up for the E-Sign upgrade, and shouldn't need to be in order to obtain client signatures, as far as I can tell. However, I don't mind signing up for E-Sign, and because the price is very reasonable, I went ahead and upgraded. I'm not certain what level of security is necessary for my line of work, and there are numerous choices available. Also, I had a problem when asking for phone number authentication,  something that apparently can't be used when a document is emailed vs. sending a link. I'm still learning, but this is easily the most user-friendly .pdf system that allows for client signatures AND .pdf creations and edits, all while retaining security measures. 
The ease of editing .pdf files and forms.  
Challenges with sending files for signature and security options.
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                    Get a powerful PDF editor for your Mac or Windows PC

                    Install the desktop app to quickly edit PDFs, create fillable forms, and securely store your documents in the cloud.

                    
                        Download pdfFiller for Mac OS

                        Download pdfFiller for Windows PC
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                    Edit and manage PDFs from anywhere using your iOS or Android device

                    Install our mobile app and edit PDFs using an award-winning toolkit wherever you go.

                    
                        Download from App Store

                        Download from Google Play
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                    Get a PDF editor in your Google Chrome browser

                    Install the pdfFiller extension for Google Chrome to fill out and edit PDFs straight from search results.

                    Download from Chrome Web Store
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                                    For pdfFiller’s FAQs
                            

            
                                    Below is a list of the most common customer questions. If you can’t find an answer to your question, please don’t hesitate to reach out to us.
                            

            
                                    
                        
                            
How do you create an advance directive?
                        

                                                    Review and complete the Advance Health Care Planning: Making Your Wishes Known Booklet.
Complete An Advance Health Care Directive Form.  
Give a copy to your doctor, power of attorney and family.
If necessary, complete a Provider Orders for Life Sustaining Treatment (POST) Form.

                                            

                                    
                        
                            
How do I fill out an advanced healthcare directive?
                        

                                                    Think about what you want and the situations in which you'd want to refuse certain treatments.
Speak to those close to you about your wishes.
Speak to your doctor about your Advance Directive.  
Fill in your Advance Directive.

                                            

                                    
                        
                            
Who completes an advance directive?
                        

                                                    A medical or health care power of attorney is a type of advance directive in which you name a person to make decisions for you when you are unable to do so. In some states this directive may also be called a durable power of attorney for health care or a health care proxy.

                                            

                                    
                        
                            
How much is an advance directive?
                        

                                                    Those fees can range from $1,000 to $2,500 or more and depend on what is included in the attorney's services. For just an advance directive, attorneys may charge an hourly fee or a flat rate, and that could range from around $100 or more, on average.

                                            

                                    
                        
                            
Do advance directives save money?
                        

                                                    The data on end-of-life-care Doing so can honor patients' wishes, reduce stress on families and make death more comfortable. And there is another benefit with real implications: it can save a lot of money. The U.S. spends about $205 billion annually on medical treatment given to patients in the final year of life.

                                            

                                    
                        
                            
Can nurses witness advance directives?
                        

                                                    In most states, advance directives must be signed in the presence of two people who then sign the document as witnesses.  Many states also prohibit health care practitioners, including the person's doctor, attending nurses, and other professionals involved in health care, from being witnesses.

                                            

                                    
                        
                            
What impact do advance directives have on the nursing care of the patient?
                        

                                                    Advance directives also provide the legal basis for all clients to accept or reject care as they wish because they have the innate right to autonomous decision-making without coercion and self-determination even when they are no longer competent to do so.

                                            

                                    
                        
                            
What is the nurses' role in advance directives?
                        

                                                    Nurses foster the process of advance directives by providing education, promoting the exploration and identification of values, and documenting clients' expressed wishes.  Nurses are responsible for respecting any legally appropriate client wishes that were made known prior to the client becoming incompetent.

                                            

                                    
                        
                            
Why are advance directives important?
                        

                                                    Advance directives are an important part of health care.  An advance directive helps loved ones, and medical personnel make important decisions during a crisis. Having an advance directive in place ensures that your wishes regarding your health care are carried out, even when you're unable to make your wishes known.

                                            

                                    
                        
                            
Who signs an advance directive?
                        

                                                    To be valid, an advance directive must be signed by you in the presence of two witnesses, who will also sign. The person you name as a health care agent may not also be a witness. Some states also require the advance directive to be notarized.

                                            

                                    
                        
                            
Does an Advance Healthcare Directive need to be notarized?
                        

                                                    Sign Your California Advance Directive in Front of Two Witnesses or a Notary Public. After you create your advance directive, you must sign your document and have it either signed by two witnesses or notarized. If you choose to have the document witnessed, neither of your witnesses may be: your health care agent.

                                            

                                    
                        
                            
Can a notary witness a power of attorney?
                        

                                                    In some states, the attorney-in-fact must sign the durable power of attorney document. Your notary public should not also be a witness. If you must also have your power of attorney witnessed, the notary should not serve as a witness, even if your state does not explicitly prohibit it.

                                            

                                    
                        
                            
Who can witness a power of attorney in Florida?
                        

                                                    A power of attorney must be signed by the principal and by two witnesses to the principal's signature, and a notary must acknowledge the principal's signature for the power of attorney to be properly executed and valid under Florida law.
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